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Dec. 16, 1999
COMPUTER GLITCH DELAYS TERRA SATELLITE LAUNCH ONE DAY 
MISSOULA -
The Terra satellite did not leave terra firma as scheduled Thursday at California’s 
Vandenberg Air Force Base. Instead a computer glitch forced controllers to abort the launch of 
the Atlas IIAS rocket carrying the research spacecraft with mere seconds left in the countdown. 
NASA will try again tomorrow at 11:33 a.m. MST.
At about T minus 10 seconds, Atlas Launch Control announced it had “an official 
redline condition from launch computer,” and the mission was scrubbed for the day a few 
minutes later. Michael King, chief NASA scientist for the Earth Observing System, said a 
power spike may have caused the problem.
Originally scheduled for 11:33 a.m. Thursday, the launch already had been delayed for 
10 minutes when a glider strayed into Vandenberg airspace. This shrank the rocket’s 24-minute 
launch window to the point that controllers had negligible time to fix the computer error.
UM’s Numerical Terradynamic Simulation Group designed software for an instrument on 
Terra, which will study the dynamics of climate change and much more in exacting detail. 
Director Steve Running and members of his EOS group were among about 700 people bused to 
Vandenberg, only to be disappointed. “Man, ain’t this rocket science fun,” Running said, shaking 
his head after the failure, especially since the day was clear, beautiful and ideal for event. Then 
when a fellow researcher came to console him, he jokingly said, “We still don’t have it up. So far
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we’ve still wasted 17 years of our lives.”
The UM team snapped out of its doldrums when the launch was quickly rescheduled. 
Back in Missoula, about 150 people showed up for a live launch viewing at UM. That 
event will be repeated Friday in Running’s lab, located in Science Complex Rooms 426 and 428.
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